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How Should Institutions Redefine 
and Measure Student Success?
Student Success as Liberal Education 
Escapes Definition and Measurement
Laura Elizabeth Smithers
The question structuring this chapter begins with the presumption that we should define and measure student success. The perspective missing from this question is: What possibilities exist for versions of student success in 
excess of its definition and measurement? Measurements ask us to standardize 
definitions of success—say, four-year graduation—and work to produce all 
students in this image. As a former academic adviser, I can read a university 
catalog and tell you the quickest pathways to graduation a university has to 
offer. This makes me an asset to institutions that place a value on student suc-
cess as measured by graduation rates, but does shuttling students to majors 
with comparatively lax degree requirements produce an expansive version of 
student success? I am the last person to argue that metrics of student success 
such as college graduation lack all meaning. However, when measure-
ments of achievements like college graduation become the focus of student 
affairs practice, they warp our institutions and our students in their image.1 
I use graduation here as it is the most frequently cited definition of student 
success today, but this logic follows no matter what definition you substitute 
in its place. In what follows, I argue that definitions and measurements of 
student success construct student realities in ways that are counterproductive 
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to liberal education, and liberal education is the ineffable outcome of higher 
education that produces students capable of changing the structures of our 
profoundly problematic world.
The Association of American Colleges & Universities (AAC&U) defines 
liberal education in part as “an approach to learning that  empowers  individuals 
and prepares them to deal with complexity, diversity, and change.”2 When 
framed as an approach to learning, a liberal education perspective on 
 student success emphasizes process and practice, not measurable outcomes. 
Accordingly, liberal education notions of student success cannot be defined 
in advance and cannot be measured through increasingly complex scientific 
and predictive metrics. As John Dewey noted over 100 years ago, the ultimate 
outcome of education is “just the process of living itself.”3 Contrary to calls 
for student affairs educators to come into cultures of measurement,4 student 
affairs professionals must create spaces for students to escape such measure-
ments. Paradoxically, it is only in the refusal of measurement that we create 
the conditions for students to access a liberal education. In what follows, 
I renarrate the history of student success in higher education through this 
lens, and I offer the following provocations for an everyday student affairs 
practice that holds student futures radically open: (a) refusal, (b) embracing 
alternative ways of knowing, and (c) the imperative to go rogue.
Student Success in Higher Education
Student affairs was born in the union of early advising services and the sci-
entific study of student success.5 Both halves of this union have been present 
within the field, with varying degrees of influence, ever since. Today, the sci-
entific study of student success eclipses holistic understandings of students, 
instrumentalizes higher education to the attainment of scientific measure-
ments, and in both perpetuates inequality and exclusion.
The Science of Graduation
The field of student affairs came into its own 80 years ago with several pub-
lications, including The Student Personnel Point of View,6 that called for the 
scientific study of the new problem of student dropouts. Integral to this new 
scientific approach was the development and use of standardized student 
record forms. This standardization facilitated the comparison of student-
level information between universities; in fact, the first scientific studies of 
students were single-year, multi-institutional studies.7 Even with this scienti-
zation, early student affairs researchers did not think that the results of these 
studies could be used on their own to guide services. Scientific management 
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provided one of many forms of knowledge necessary for practice. For the 
next several decades, individualized student support and the scientific study 
of student progress were considered two separate domains of knowledge that 
were both necessary.8
By the dawn of the 1970s, this two-pronged approach to student affairs 
began to change. The first major synthesis of the student affairs  literature, 
Kenneth Feldman and Theodore Newcomb’s The Impact of College on 
Students, called for an increased use of longitudinal studies utilizing more 
sophisticated statistical analyses.9 Shortly thereafter, directly citing Feldman 
and Newcomb’s call, Alexander Astin published The Methodology of College 
Impact, a two-part essay that introduced the Input-Environment-Output 
(I-E-O) model to higher education research.10 In this model, students can 
be understood as a collection of measurable characteristics upon  arriving 
to the university (I), and the university environment itself (E) can also be 
 understood as a collection of measurable characteristics. Under these assump-
tions, the output (O) of the university environment—student  attainment 
of a specified desirable outcome, such as graduation—can be studied 
through scientific measurement, and university programming (E) can be 
adjusted accordingly to optimize the attainment of a desirable  outcome. 
This  methodology gave shape to the scientific study of college students 
through impact, or the measurable effect of the university  environment 
(E) on  student outcomes (O). This logic of scientific measurement now 
dominates legitimized knowledge production within higher education and 
student affairs. Twenty-first-century references to definitions and measure-
ments of student success are extensions of this now commonsense science of 
college impact.
Student Success in the Twenty-First Century
Higher education’s current focus on student success is due in part to the 
influence of Learning Reconsidered, whose object of inquiry is learning, 
and George Kuh’s work on student engagement. Learning Reconsidered, the 
widely influential 2004 NASPA and American College Personnel Association 
(ACPA) joint publication, explicitly reconnects the work of higher educa-
tion and student affairs to the education of the whole student. It does this 
through defining and measuring desired student outcomes to produce what 
is variously termed student learning, transformative liberal education, and stu-
dent success.11 Kuh and associates state that what matters in student success 
can be classified into three categories: precollege experiences, the college 
experience, and postcollege outcomes.12 In Learning Reconsidered, as in Kuh’s 
research, student success is known through Astin’s I-E-O model.
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Data-driven13 research has become the commonsense method of knowl-
edge production in student affairs, operationalized variously through the study 
of learning, engagement, student success, and other outcomes. This common 
sense governs the field to a greater extent than does any single definition or 
measurement of student success. When we know students through data, we know 
parts of students (e.g., GPA, academic standing, declared major) as extracted 
from the messy, complicated, and overflowing persons we know through our 
practice. Modern student success research knows and creates success through 
the optimization of student data points under the implicit assumption that 
practitioners, administrators, and researchers can manufacture success if only 
we can produce students with the right combinations of data.
Student success has also notably become the clarion call of many founda-
tions and centers, including Complete College America, EAB (formerly the 
Educational Advisory Board), the Lumina Foundation, and Postsecondary 
Success at the Gates Foundation. These groups advocate for specific inter-
ventions to increase student success as retention and graduation through 
funding and publishing internal and external research. Some produce solu-
tions that many institutions purchase for millions of dollars, at the opportu-
nity cost of hiring dozens of staff, providing millions of dollars in student aid, 
adding orientation sessions in multiple languages, and so on. These foun-
dations and centers host conferences and meetings of senior administrators 
on student success, and they deliver a steady stream of data-driven student 
success e-mails to inboxes across higher education. Student affairs profes-
sional organizations are also involved in student success research and prac-
tice, which reflects both the salience of the concept to practitioners as well 
as organizational ties to external foundations.14 Not to be left out, the U.S. 
Department of Education has also called for higher education to shift toward 
defining and measuring student outcomes in the name of student success.15 
Foundation and government-sponsored literature on student success is abun-
dant, and it tips heavily in the direction of data-driven research to improve 
retention and graduation rates.
Dividing Scientific Measurements and Holistic Justifications
Universities, research centers, and foundations across the country firmly 
believe that student affairs practice is or should be student-centered.16 At the 
same time, educators and researchers justify centering data, or evidence, in 
the name of being student-centered. This is not student-centered practice; 
this is data-centered practice.17 Student affairs educators are the final frontier 
of university employees who still know students as persons—rather than 
simply as data. Increasingly, in order to be recognized as competent, student 
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affairs practitioners are also asked to know our students through data and 
as data.
Placing the focus of researcher and practitioner efforts on the pursuit of 
predefined outcomes, no matter how broadly stated, limits success to what 
can be imagined in the present and achieved during the confines of the work. 
Alongside positive college outcomes like graduation are those that no one 
can foresee at matriculation and that the longest of longitudinal studies can-
not capture. These outcomes live outside the boundaries of predefined out-
comes and their measurements.18 To engage these possible futures, a different 
approach to student success is required.
Provocations Toward Success as Liberal Education
Scientific definitions and measurements of student success produce useful 
knowledge but cannot by themselves lead student affairs educators to assist 
in the production of values that escape advance definition and measurement. 
Our worlds contain items we can code, measure, name, and predict, as well 
as items that are ephemeral, escape coding and measurement, resist nam-
ing, and exist in a possible future unknown to us in the present. There are 
(at least) two sides to student success: the definition and measurement of 
desired outcomes, and the wide open possibilities of success that we and 
our students can never (re)present as a present day measurement. The first 
side is marked by the manipulation of data to maximize the impact of the 
institution on the achievement of student outcomes. The second is marked 
by liberal education, the practices of success that resist capture by definition 
and measurement. A conception of student success outcomes marked by lib-
eral education includes outcomes (e.g., autonomy, happiness) often in con-
flict with dominant definitions (e.g., credits earned, graduation). Consider 
a student who is successful by all current measurements but would rather be 
in cosmetology school than at your two- or four-year institution. I struggle 
with measurements that would mark this student’s on-time graduation as 
the outcome that earns the label of success, while dropping out would likely 
mark the student’s living and learning program, residence adviser, and aca-
demic advisers as deficient. Yet even considering such defiant examples of 
student success outcomes—outcomes errantly marked as successful that defy 
a student’s experience or the reverse—does not fulfill the promise of success 
as liberal education. Liberal education shifts the gaze of student success from 
the definition of outcomes to practices of educational experimentation.19 
A focus on the practices of student success pulls practitioners away from data 
and toward their university communities. This is a success that is made in 
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and through communities of practice, influenced by but irreducible to any 
retention rate, predictive analytic, practitioner, or budget line. Student suc-
cess as liberal education paradoxically holds open possibilities for the attain-
ment of student success outcomes that include and are in excess of retention 
and graduation.
Student success pursued overwhelmingly through prescriptive outcomes 
or metrics denies our students a liberal education and accordingly the open 
futures they deserve and our world so desperately needs. I have no set of 
prescriptions for practitioners to get outside of this; prescriptions are the 
problem. In what follows, I offer a few provocations and experimentations 
for new and established student affairs educators interested in creating their 
students, departments and universities differently.
Refusal
I am willing to bet that new student affairs professionals know that their 
students are more than their measurements in short order of the start of 
their first graduate assistantship. I am also willing to bet that those with 
years of experience in student-facing student affairs positions recognize 
that the measurements that shape their work do not fully capture the stu-
dents with whom they work. From my own experience, I realized as both 
a graduate assistant and a supervisor that student-level measurements were 
insufficient sources of knowledge about the students with whom I worked. 
However, without another language of valid practice, I centered student-
level measurements of success—or risk—in my time as a practitioner. One 
possible way to center success as liberal education is to refuse such measure-
ments and honor our knowledge that something is not quite complete with 
the depiction of our students that measurements provide, or the worlds 
that measurements reshape in our institutions. Eve Tuck and K. Wayne 
Yang name the importance of refusal in ending the reproduction of set-
tler colonial futures in education, contending that “refusal is a generative 
stance, not just a ‘no,’ but a starting place for other qualitative analyses and 
interpretations of data.”20 Refusal in student affairs practice can open up the 
space required to practice student success differently. Programs that refuse 
to use predictive analytics or standard student information system data to 
gather their participants take a step toward seeing their offices’ constituents 
and communities differently. For example, career services educators who 
refuse to use tagged student interest data to target outreach open space for 
students to see themselves differently within potential career fields. One 
strategy to begin to create student success differently is to refuse its scientific 
operation.
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Embracing Alternative Ways of Knowing
To grant validity only to knowledge produced within scientific or quasiscien-
tific studies is to subordinate the knowledges contained within communities 
of practice as well as Latinx, queer, Black, indigenous, and borderlands ways 
of knowing.21 This subordination of knowledges is dismissive at best, and 
profoundly racist, sexist, and cisheteronormative at its core. Scientific knowl-
edge created queer folks as deviant and produced scientific racism through 
the eugenics movement. In fact, founding student affairs documents explic-
itly connect our field with scientific racism, stating that the responsibility of 
those in student affairs to the individual student and the scientific study of 
the student was in fact a “dual responsibility: to the welfare of the individual 
as well as to the culture and learning of the race.”22 Scientific data collection 
and production shaped our modern understanding of nationality as well as 
nationalism and xenophobia.23 We recognize these shortcomings of scien-
tific measurement, yet we continue to let science dictate which students are 
most in need of advising support, which students are most likely to gradu-
ate with a microgrant from the university, and what cocurricular changes 
will best support student success as four-year graduation. A focus on stu-
dent success as liberal education might draw upon queer theory’s treatment 
of identity as fluid, in contrast to the fixed and measurable frameworks of 
identity prevalent in I-E-O impact studies, to design programs that support 
the student transition to university.24 A practice of student success as liberal 
education might include knowledges from ethnic studies in organizational 
decision-making before implementing suggestions from EAB policy audits.25 
Practices of student success as liberal education would experiment with 
ways of knowing student achievement outside of grades and credit accumu-
lation. None of these suggestions are codeable within university databases; 
none create knowledges that are easy to extract from their environments and 
distribute to offices around campus. This is precisely the point. Data-driven 
systems will chug along, feeding neoliberal imperatives for data-informed 
decision-making. In their interstices, student affairs educators who engage 
students with knowledges and practices that resist extraction as data points 
engage in the practice of liberal education.
The Imperative to Go Rogue
To begin a student affairs practice outside of measurement, practice outside 
of measurement. Utilizing alternate ways of knowing and being will render 
you invisible to data extraction in the most productive of ways. To produce 
students capable of creating our world differently, go rogue; enact an “ongo-
ing experiment with the informal.”26 In your work as an adviser, find ways 
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to know which students are most in need of your time outside of at-risk 
metrics. Center your community-building with students, practitioners, and 
faculty across campus, and come into your advising loads through these rela-
tionships. If you work in cultural centers, work with your communities in 
ways that are occasionally invisible to administrators who treat your work as 
data points to include in marketing materials. If you currently work along-
side cultural centers, ask around. Chances are your colleagues’ offices already 
engage in such rogue conduct as a means of survival and resistance.27 If you 
work in student conduct, try restorative justice practices outside of your uni-
versity’s academic honesty procedures and deny the data points of failure in 
student records. This flies in the face of what administrators likely want or 
require of you; as such, rogue practices place you in a precarious position. 
Those who occupy bodies, identities, and positions of power hold the larg-
est responsibility to go rogue. For those who occupy bodies and identities 
that already render them precarious, lean on coalitions of practitioners to 
cocreate rogue spaces. Going rogue does not require that you confess your 
rogue transgressions. Going rogue means capitalizing on the invisibility of 
practices outside of data to create university environments, and the students 
who come into relation with them, differently.
Our systems of measuring student success create the conditions neces-
sary for institutions of higher education to become credentialing factories. 
We believe in graduation as an outcome because of its association with all 
sorts of positive outcomes. However, in the rush to produce graduates and 
other definable and measurable values of higher education, we sideline those 
values that carry the potential to create students capable of making our world 
different. If you think that what makes a student successful exceeds what we 
can possibly measure, then go rogue.
Futures of Measurement and Excess
Measurement of student success is a way to know, within the boundaries of 
measurement science, if desired outcomes are achieved. Student success as 
liberal education shifts the focus of the field from knowledge to practice, 
and in doing so, produces encounters with success that escape definition 
and measurement.28 These encounters are not in need of replacement with 
science. They are the production of student success as liberal education, the 
practices of success that a focus on our relationships with students outside of 
definition and measurement incites. Institutional student success initiatives 
that crowd out the exploration of this excess of measurement fail to live up 
to the holistic aims of the field.29
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Student affairs must work in the interstices of cultures of data, evidence, 
and accountability that lend legitimacy only to outcomes that can be defined 
in advance and measured. In doing so, we practice a student success that 
queers data-driven practice beyond easy recognition. The next generation of 
student success work must emphasize local student affairs practices that live 
in an unyielding experimentation. We presently spend far too much time 
perfecting our definitions and measurements of student success on the bod-
ies of students to the exclusion of experimentations with practices that carry 
expansive possibilities of successes that escape all attempts to advance defini-
tion and measurement. Our current challenge is not to replace student suc-
cess measurements with pure experimentation, but to tip current data-driven 
practices away from bounded productions of success and toward visions of 
success rooted in the unbounded possibilities of liberal education.
Discussion Questions
1. What values do you place on the college experience?
2. What do current definitions and measurements of student success 
produce?
3. Where current definitions and measurements cannot produce your val-
ues, how might you alter your practice? 
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